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Photography Goals 2022
Setting the direction for your photography



Overview
Finding Your Direction

Photography is more than just an art form, it’s a skill. To become a better photographer and artist, you need to grow and develop 
your skills. One of the most important things you can do in order to improve your skills as a photographer is to recognise the 
importance of finding a direction and setting personal photography goals for yourself. 

Without a direction or goals you’re likely to struggle to reach your full potential as a photographer, despite your passion and 
creativity. 

Take a little time to think about some of the things that you would like to achieve with your photography in the next year. If you 
can't think of anything, close your eyes and imagine how you would like things to be in one, two, or three years time. What do you 
hope will be different? 

This worksheet is designed to assist you in going through the steps of identifying your photography goals, listing the key steps 
required to achieve them and a way of monitoring your progress. 



Defining Your Photography Goals
Getting Started

Identify your Goals and their Objectives
In this first worksheet you are going to list all of the photography goals that you would like to achieve this year.

Be Specific
When you’re identifying your goals, you have to narrow down to exactly what you want to achieve, not just a broad statement such as “to get 
better at bird photography. This goal is too vague and doesn’t really identify any form specific action. Instead a goal that states that you would like 
to “add 5 new bird photos to your Lightroom Bird Photography collection each month”

It is essential that you also add an objective of the goal within the main description. In the above example this could be done by adding “so that 
(objective)” to the end of each of the goals. 

To help make your goals more specific, and narrow the scope, ask yourself if you have adequately defined the Why, When, Where, Who and How. 

Here is an example:

Goal #1 - To focus on improving my Bird Photography so that I am able to add no less than 4 new Bird images to the collection 
per month. The images can either be of a new species or of a better quality photo of a species already in the collection. 



Defining Your Photography Goals
Finding Your Direction
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Defining Your Photography Goals
Identify the Specifics

This is where we begin to identify the specific actions and requirements to achieve our goals 

Add Action Statements
• Decide which of your photography objectives you want to achieve now, add the activities required for their accomplishment and break these 

down to smaller steps. This is a step by step outline of the tactics describing how you will achieve your goal. 

Assign Resources
• For each of the action statements, identify the time, energy, attention and finance they will require to be accomplished.

 

Finally, Schedule Everything
• Take your daily calendar and schedule all of the tasks you identified. This way achieving your goals becomes a daily activity and not something 

you want to find time to do.



Photography Goal
Goal: To add no less than 4 new Bird images to the Australian Bird collection per month. The images can 
either be of a new species or of a better quality photo of a species already in the collection. 

Outcome: To add no less than 48 new images to the Australian Bird Photography Collection in 
Lightroom.

Core Plan: By continuing to focus on improving my bird photography skills and seeking new species and destinations to add to the collection. This will be based on getting out to shoot at least once a week, 
joining local birding groups and researching locations and specific species. 

Action Timing Cost Status Comment

To get out for a Bird Photography session at least once a week On-going

Create a list of 10 target species End of Jan Complete

Join local Birding Group End of Jan Complete Birdlife Shoalhaven

Load Bird ID App on Mobile Feb $36 Complete Aust. Birds Morcombe & Stewart Guide

Purchase New Canon RF 100-500 Lens Apr $5000 Wishing To be funded by sale of other kit

Purchase Canon RF1.4 Extender Apr $1000 Wishing To be funder be sale of other kit

Sell photography kit to fund new lens Apr Canon 5DIII, Canon 85mm, Portrait Lighting Kit, Canon 24-70mmF/4

(Example)



Photography Goal (1)

Goal: Outcome:

Core Plan:

Action Timing Cost Status Comment



Photography Goal (2)

Goal: Outcome:

Core Plan:

Action Timing Cost Status Comment



Photography Goal (3)

Goal: Outcome:

Core Plan:

Action Timing Cost Status Comment



Photography Goal (4)

Goal: Outcome:

Core Plan:

Action Timing Cost Status Comment



Photography Goal (5)

Goal: Outcome:

Core Plan:

Action Timing Cost Status Comment



Work Towards Your Goals
Stay Committed
• Once you’ve set goals for your photography, the trick is to remember to work towards them.  That may 

sound obvious, but the sad fact is that too many of us write our goals down, then get caught up in our day-
to-day activities and forget about them. Don’t set goals, just to set them aside.

• Constantly review this worksheet to make sure your are staying motivated and working towards the goals

• It’s also smart to share your objectives with others. Sharing your goals makes you accountable for 
them. 

• Bear in mind that your direction can and often does change. Even though you may be firmly set on 
the path you want to pursue, be prepared to be flexible and redefine your goals if your photography 
ambitions change during the course of the year. 

Most importantly - Have fun!!


